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 Questions and answers about MDS reporting 

 

1. Which parts shall be reported?  

 In order to fulfill the legislation we want you to report all parts that you supply us with 
and are active (exists in the production today and/or spare parts). 

 Start to report parts that contain substances listed in the Scania STD 4400  lists as 
well as parts in production and/or spare parts. 

 We are obliged to inform what our products contain to our customers. 

 For new articles which are missing order or are prototypes, please wait for orders 
before MDS submission. MDS for the article that is not required anymore and is no 
longer in spare part stock will be "rejected" with motivation that  it is no longer current 
part. 

 Old parts which will be used in the new projects, need a new MDS if the 
documentation has been changed. 

 

 If a component is missing from the structure, that will be rejected and PPAP will 
have status Interim PPAP IMDS. 

 

2. How will be the pre-series reported? 

For pre-series don’t need to report MDS only if the supplier will warn about a restricted 
substance. In that case the supplier can use a Declaration of Substances form which 
can be found on the Supplier Portal. 

 

 

3. How shall I start to report?  

Start to report a few parts (less than five) into the system in order to have them checked 
and approved before you continue your reporting. When the few parts are approved, 
continue to report the current parts with high volumes as well as parts which contain 
substances from the STD 4400. 
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4. Is it possible to get a User id and a password to the IMDS system 
if we   don't have one.  

Check whether your company is not already registered at IMDS. 

Go to www.mdsystem.com, choose "Public IMDS Pages", then menu point  

https://public.mdsystem.com/en/web/imds-public-pages/new2imds  

 and "Company Registration” 

 

5. Why shall I use the IMDS system for report? Which legislation we 
have? 

 

ELV-Directive  

 

The European End-of-Life-Vehicles (ELV) Directive 2000/53/EC that became valid on 
October 21, 2000. 

 

REACH  

 

REACH is the Regulation for Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of 
Chemicals. It entered into force on 1st June 2007 to streamline and improve the former 
legislative framework on chemicals of the European Union (EU).  

Presence of SVHC substances must always be reported in IMDS for 
products/chemicals used in Europe. 

 

IMDS is the tool for those legislations. We have possibility to check the MDS against that 
legislation. 

The IMDS system is also applicable for the REACH legislation in order to find parts that 
contain substances which are listed in the Candidate List. 

The Candidate List is updated regularly and will be driven into force the same date as the 
list is published on ECHA homepage, 

https://public.mdsystem.com/en/web/imds-public-pages/new2imds
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http://echa.europa.eu/chem_data/authorisation_process/candidate_list_table_en.asp. Our 
way of working is to collect all the information from the beginning in order to eliminate 
the administrative work for Scania but also for our suppliers. Heavy Duty Vehicle 
Manufacturers are now represented in the IMDS system and the system will harmonize 
with heavy vehicle legislations in the future. 

Scania has production in Europe and Saud America. The  quality of the trucks and parts 
has to be same or exchangeable. For that reason Scania has requirement on IMDS 
reporting. 

 

6.  We are complying with the requirement as a downstream user. 
Why are we required to report data into the IMDS system? 

The demand is also to provide the customer with information about the material 
composition in your product. If you don’t provide us with that information we are not able 
to inform our customers and cannot fulfill the legislation. 

 

7.  The parts that we supply you with are only produced parts and 
are not defined as substances.  Why do we have to report into the 
IMDS system?  

There is a legal requirement when we supply articles (e.g. truck, engine, exhaust pipe, bolt 
etc.) on the European market that we provide the recipient (customer) of that article with 
information on the content of substances of very high concern (SVHC) in a 
concentration above 0,1% (w/w). This information shall be provided “automatically” in 
business to business relations. 

You have to report in IMDS even if you are only a part assembly company. 

 

8.  What  is the Scania ID name and number in the IMDS    system?  

Scania IMDS id name and number is: 

Name: SCANIA CV AB, No: 46016 
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9.  Why shall I report the ECO number?  

ECO stands for Engineering Change Order. The ECO number is for traceability and is 
connected to the development version of the part. If we have a part which is defined, 
described by a STD , TR or are a very old part and it’s difficult to find the ECO, the 
supplier can use the figure 0. 

 

10. Which ECO version shall I report?  

Report always the latest ECO version for the detail drawing and for TAB drawing  if the 
ingoing article doesn’t have ECO on the drawing the introduction drawings ECO is valid. 

  

11. Which supplier code  do I use to report to Scania in IMDS?  

Check with the part purchaser what your 7-digits supplier code is. 

Do not use 4-digit codes or DUNS-no 

 

12. How shall I report the part number in IMDS?  

Scania part number can be finding on the current Scania drawing. The part number will 
contain only digits ,eg. 1234567. Do not use space or special characters. It’s not 
possible for us to identify the part if you have entered a wrong Scania part number. 

 

13. Where can I get information about IMDS specific  product 
families.  

In IMDS recommendation REC001, which can be found on IMDS homepage. 

     http://www.mdsystem.com. REC 001. 

 
  

14. How to report surface treatment?  

 

Surface treatment 

If there is a surface treatment on the product (e.g. varnish, galvanize), the volumes of the 
substances have to be calculated and recorded (see the following example) 

http://www.mdsystem.com/
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You will get support how to calculate the volumes in the IMDS chapter FAQ. 

The composition of standard processes of surface protection is available as MDS, created 
by IMDS-Committee (call as supplier). These MDS should be used preferably. If you 
created a new, you have to detail the MDS in a similar way like the given. 

Remark: You do not have to record substances which are not part of the surface treatment 
after production ( e.g. solvent, catalyst ). Information will be found on the IMDS 
homepage. 

http://www.mdsystem.com. REC 011. 

 

15. Lead in soldering points 

 

According to the EU-specification for the disposal of cars the maximum volume of lead in 
soldering points is about 60g/vehicle (Release 07/02). Therefore the volume of the 
added used solder-tin has to be recorded separately ( see example enclosed ) 

 

 

 

http://www.mdsystem.com. REC 018 and 019 

 

 

16. When is a new  MDS necessary? 

 

If you want to change a data-set of the MDS in the IMDS, you have to copy the old one, do 
the changes and archive the new one. The old version will be archived to in the IMDS 

http://www.mdsystem.com/
http://www.mdsystem.com/
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and because of the release counter we have always a complete documentation of the 
history. 

 

 

 

Info can be found under: 

http://www.mdsystem.com. REC 022. or in  STD 4325 on the Scania Portal. 

 

See Flowchart in REC 022: 

 

 

http://www.mdsystem.com/
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There are several situations when Scania requires suppliers to submit a new version of the 
previously accepted MDS: 

 

1) The (material) supplier has hidden a substance by using a so-called “wildcard” 
substance instead of the real substance in order to protect us/our suppliers from 
knowing the complete chemical composition. If this hidden substance later is 
classified as declarable or prohibited under STD4400/GADSL then the (material) 
supplier has to re-submit a new version of the MDS with the joker replaced with the 
real substance. The supplier shall then re-submit the new version of the MDS to 
Scania and write “WILDCARD” as reason for re-submission in the recipient data field 
“Report No”. [Mandatory rule 4.5.3.D] 
 

2) The (material) supplier has marked a substance as confidential in order to protect 
us/our suppliers from knowing the complete chemical composition. If this confidential 
substance later is classified as declarable or prohibited under STD4400/GADSL then 
the (material) supplier has to re-submit the MDS. The confidentiality flag for the 
substance will automatically be removed by IMDS since Declarable or Prohibited 
substances cannot be marked as confidential. The supplier shall re-submit the MDS 
to Scania and write “CONF.SUBST.” as reason for re-submission in the recipient 
data field “Report No”. [Rule 4.5.2.B] 
 

3) If the supplier wants to change part material composition then he does not always 
follow the SCR/PCR process which leads to the issuing of a new ECO or a new part 
number inclusive new PPAP. In reality, today, many material changes without impact 
on form, fit and function of the part are done without new ECO number or part 
number change. Examples (which we have noticed) are substitution and re-
submission of MDS containing substances of very high concern under REACH (e.g. 
DEHP) or e.g. Cr6+ in surface treatment of fasteners. However, according to STD 
1052 (Changing product parts) part responsible shall always introduce a new part 
number when a part does no longer contain substances of very high concern under 
REACH to be able to distinguish between old parts containing the SVHC substances 
and the new parts. See extract from STD 1052 below.  
 

4) The supplier finds out later that he or his sub-suppliers made mistakes and the 
reported MDS does not match the parts components, materials and substances. In 
this case, no change in material was done (according to the supplier), only the 
submitted and accepted MDS is incorrect. The supplier submits a new, corrected 
version of the MDS to Scania. 
[This happens sometimes after Scania has contacted suppliers with accepted MDS 
which contained substances of very high concern. The corrected version of the MDS 
usually does not contain the substance of very high concern. Whether the earlier 
submitted MDS was really incorrect or the supplier made a hidden material 
substitution after we contacted him for the contained SVHC, is difficult to say…] 
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5) Scania identifies later severe quality problems with the earlier accepted MDS. The 
bad MDS quality may prevents Scania from using the MDS and forwarding it to other 
Scania component suppliers (which need the MDS in their MDS structure) or to 
Scania’s OEM customers (like MAN). For example, the old MDS contains withdrawn 
public material data sheets which will not be accepted longer when uploading and 
submitting new MDS via IMDS system. In those cases, Scania requests the supplier 
to re-work the previously submitted MDS and to submit a new version of the MDS to 
us. 

 

 

Any supplier submission of a MDS with referred same Scania part number and ECO 
number of an earlier accepted (and active) MDS will be identified during MDS review 
and produces an error code (see below). 

The re-submitted MDS will per-default be rejected if the reason was not made know to the 
MDS reviewer. If the reason for re-submission is known and acceptable then the MDS 
will be accepted (with internal comment in SMART) and the old MDS will be deactivated. 

STD1052 – Changing product parts – General instructions – page 4: 

 

 

 

http://inline.scania.com/oliver_upload/upl487231-STD1052.pdf
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STD4352en – page 5: 

 

 

 

Page 13: Confidential substances and jokers/wildcards: 
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 Error text to MDS sender when re-submitting MDS with same part number and ECO 
number combination to Scania: 

 
 

_____________________________________________ 
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1. Calculation of weight. 

 

The IMDS requires the calculation of the weight per part. The actual weight is the average 
of 10 different measured parts. 

 

 

2. Who is responsible for MDS for the assigned parts? 

 

The same rules will be valid as for PPAP. 

Tier 2 supplier has to send MDS to Scania for acceptance and for the Tier 1 supplier to 
create assembly MDS. (See the Assigned Letter) 

Tier 2 supplier is responsible to deliver MDS for both companies. If the Tier 2 doesn’t exists 
any more ,Tier 1 has possibilities to create the Tier 2 MDS. Tier 1 can search an MDS 
for STD material or one similar in the IMDS system, and create that. Scania reviews the 
MDS and Tier 1 can use it to the delivery assembly part MDS. In this case Tier 1 is 
responsible for the reported materials. 

This is a Scania specific requirement so look at the STD 3868. 

 

3. Assigned parts MDS should be prioritized 

 

17. How can we handle parts which Scania has on the store but the  
supplier doesn’t exist anymore? 

If the articles are in production (low demand or unusual variant), MDS will be create by Tier 
1. 

  

If the articles are not used in production anymore but are parts it will be a follow-up 
question: 

 

- If Tier 1 exists outside of  EU, Norway, Liechtenstein or Island: MDS will be create by 
Tier 1 
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- If  Tier 1 exists inside EU, Norway, Liechtenstein or Island  it may be possible to 
deviate from MDS reporting requirements in the given case, but only after a risk 
assessment from YDRE 

 

To could make a risk assessment YDRE will need some data: 

- Ingredients of the part. Part number?  

- Is the supplier ISO14000 certificated or is documented its ability to live up to 
substance-related product regulatory requirements such as REACH? 

 

MDS for LH/RH parts. 

Send MDS for each part number. 
 

18. I have a cast strand  which will be further machined by Scania. 
Should I create the (top-level node of the) MDS of the part as 
Component or Semi-component? 

 If the weight unit of the Scania part is defined as “ST” (pieces) then it shall be 
reported as Component 

 If the weight unit of the Scania part is defined as “MM” (length), “DM2” (area) or 
“CM3” (volume) then it shall be reported as Semi-Component 

 If the weight unit of the Scania part is defined as “G” (grams) then it shall be reported 
as Material. 

 

19. Shall I report even for VRS(Vehicle Related Samples) ? 

     Yes, It should be MDS for all VRS articles because REACH requirements that applies to 

all types of Article suppliers (manufacturers, importers and also distributor under 
REACH Article 33 requirements for notification of candidate list substances in the article 
to the customer). 

 

20. MDS Request 

Since IMDS Release 4.0 it is possible to request material data sheets from suppliers via 
IMDS. Scania will use this feature to demand the MDS which are still missing. Please 
pay attention to this menu item. With the function in menu item “settings” it is possible to 
get an email when your company receives a MDS Request. Therefore point “MDS 
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Request received has to be activated. Furthermore the supplier is still responsible for 
providing final MDS for the first sampling process in due time and without request . 

The requests should be edited under menu point “MDS Request” (see IMDS user manual 
point 5.3 MDS Request). In that case an optimal tracking of request can be assured. 
Furthermore the recipient data, given by Scania, can be taken over. 

 

21. How shall the paint be reported? 

 

Standard color will be reported as a Semi Component with basis weight. In this case YDRE 
has opportunity to make legal requirements analysis to find the hazardous substances. 

 

The painted parts shall be reported in the endured state as a Component and the color 
shall be the most common color which the supplier use for Scania parts. 

 

 

22. How many MDS will Scania received from the supplier if one 
article has several suppliers? 

 

For one part number only one MDS can be sent. The supplier has to chose the” worst-case” 
MDS but ensure that all substances with duty to declare are reported. 

 

23. Ny PCB STD can be found in IMDS under Semicomponent. 
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24. Scania requirements for prohibited / restricted substances in 
Scania’s products.  

       See Scania STD3868 - SCANIA CUSTOMER SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS,   section 
Specific Environmental Demands, 7.1 Restricted substances in delivered parts and 
components. 

 

List of Scania Standards with requirements: 

a) Scania Standard STD4352 – Reporting of substances and material composition of 
product-related parts to IMDS 

 
b) Scania Standard STD4400 – Prohibited and restricted substances in Scania’s 

products [since 2012!] 
 
 
c) In addition to STD4400 even Scania Standard STD4158 (Chemical substances 

which must not be used – Scania Black list) and STD4159  
(Chemical substances with limited use - Scania Grey list) for chemicals/mixtures (like 

grease, oil) in the Scania product.  

 

Scania Standard STD4158/4159 changed scope in 2012 and is only valid for chemical 
products/mixtures. 

 

In the following, deviations from those requirements are explained briefly. 

 

https://public.mdsystem.com/documents/10906/17094/std4352enu3.pdf
https://public.mdsystem.com/documents/10906/17094/STD4400en.pdf
https://public.mdsystem.com/documents/10906/17094/STD4158.pdf
https://public.mdsystem.com/documents/10906/17094/STD4159.pdf
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a) STD4352 rejection issues: 

Scania’s IMDS reporting requirements are based on IMDS Recommendation 001 issued by 
the IMDS steering group which is generally applied by all OEMs. In order to avoid MDS 
rejections from your customers you should implement IMDS Rec001 checks and reject 
submitted MDS from your suppliers if their MDS are not compliant. We as your customer 
have no business relation with your supplier and will only discuss MDS rejection 
reasons with you but not with your suppliers. That is your task. 

 

1) Rule 4.5.4.B – Range of substance in material outside acceptable limits 

Rule 4.5.4.B in IMDS Rec001 is a mandatory requirement in STD4400 and also for all other 
OEM. The rule was developed together with suppliers (CLEPA) inclusive material 
manufacturers and is well known in the automotive supply chain.  

…. 

STD4352 - Page 14: 

 

 
Example case in your MDS 466729211 / 0.01: 

 

 

Copper: (0% < X ≤ 7.5%) 

Y% - X% = 6% - 2% = 4 %  > max 3%  ---> NOT ACCEPTABLE! 
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However, since in this particular case the part (Piston Ring) is a small part because it 
weighs less than 5g, Scania will accept this deviation, because Scania has decided that 
for small part the rule 4.5.4.B is only a recommendation.  

 

FYI: In the case that the reported (sub-)part/component is heavier than 5g then compliance 
with rule 4.5.4.B is mandatory and a deviations will not be accepted by Scania! 

2) Rule 4.5.2.C/4.5.3.E/5.1.A - Total amount of confidential substances and  Wild cards 
exceeds maximum 

This rule is a mandatory requirement in STD4400 and also for all other OEM. The rule was 
developed together with suppliers (CLEPA) inclusive material manufacturers and is well 
known in the automotive supply chain.  

 

 

 

Example case in your MDS 466729211 / 0.01: 

 

 

 

Joker substance “Misc., not to declare” is declared as “Rest” (remainder): 
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The maximum range “rest” portion of the joker substance is calculated like following: 

>MAX (“Misc., not to declare”) = 100% – MIN (“CR”) – MIN (“Carbon Black”) – MIN(“1,2-
Benzenedicarboxylic…”) – MIN(“Diethylnitrosamine”) = 100% – 57% – 22% – 6% – 
0,00001% =  14,999% 

>MAX (WILDCARD) =14,999% > 10%  ---> NOT ACCEPTABLE! 

 

In order to avoid rejection follow recommendation 4.5.3.d: 

 

 

 

3). According to chapter 5 in IMDS Recommendation 001, page 21, it is possible to report 
confidential substances in plastics master batches by reporting the core plastics 
material (e.g. PP) and the colour master batch as sub-materials below the overall 
material module. 

 

The core plastics material and the colour master batch material should be reported as sub-
material modules below a material node and, not the both materials directly under the 
component. This is wrong.  
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4) Incorrect reporting Substances (reactive, liquid or a gaseous basic substances) which 
are usually not present in the part 

The material shall be reported in its end state after drying, curing etc. according to IMDS 
Rec 001 rules 4.4.1.B/C: 

 

Information in Safety data sheets are usually not sufficient or contain substances which are 
not present in the material in its end state. Follow guideline 4.4.1.b. 

 

Re-check and provide feedback to imds@scania.com if the reported substance is really 
present in the material in its end state which is correct in special cases (e.g. explosives, 
lubricant oils) 

 

b) STD4400 rejection issues:  

Supplier have to check substance use in delivered parts against Scania Standard STD4400 
– Prohibited and restricted substances in Scania’s products. 

mailto:imds@scania.com
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In case of deviations the responsible Scania purchaser must be informed at request for 
quotation. 

 

1) Prohibited substances  

above defined specific thresholds must not be used. No exemptions from use of prohibited 
substances above threshold can be given. 

 

 

2) Restricted substances above specific threshold should not be used. Exemptions can 
be granted in certain cases by Scania responsible part design department if no other 
technical/economical solutions are available. In this case, the exemption must be stated 
in the Scania product specification, i.e. in the Scania part drawing. In case the restricted 
substance is subject for authorization under REACH legislation no exemption can be 
granted.  

See STD4400, page 2: 

 

 

If no exemption is not stated in the product specification then the received MDS with 
deviation from STD4400 – restricted substance – is put on hold internally and a 
deviation report is issued by the MDS reviewer to the responsible designer who is then 
in charge of further investigations. 

 

In a transition period Scania accepts MDS with deviations due to use of restricted 
substances listed in STD4400 for existing parts which were introduced in production (or 
as spare part) or changed before 2014-01-01. As a standard procedure, all deviations 
from STD4400 are documented in the reject text reason (without difference for existing 
or new parts) to make suppliers aware of the deviations from Scania requirements. 
However, if other, remaining quality deviations from STD4352 were resolved in newer 
MDS submissions and only deviations from restricted substances in STD4400 are 
remaining then the MDS for an existing parts will be accepted (with deviation). Those 
deviating MDS will be followed up and suppliers will be contacted later if the restricted 
substances will be prohibited or requires authorization under REACH. 
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Newer or changed parts with introduction dates after April 2012 are not accepted if 
deviations from STD4400 (due to use of restricted substances) are discovered at MDS 
review and will lead to internal deviation reports to part responsible Scania design 
department and/or rejection if no exemption from requirement is stated on the Scania 
part drawing/product description document.  

 

c) Substances of very high concern in REACH Candidate List 

The error message “SVHC complete part: The reported part contains at least on substance 
from the REACH Candidate List in concentrations above 0.1% weight by part weight.” 
informs you that you have the obligation to inform your customers about the safe use of 
this substance in the part/article (if you have information available from your supply 
chain). This is required according to REACH article 33(1): 

 

 

Please send available information about safe use of this substance in your supplied part to 
imds@scania.com. 

 

After approval the MDS reviewers will initiate a process which makes sure that our 
customers will be informed about the existence of this SVHC according to REACH 
article 33 if Scania is selling this part separately as spare part or in a spare part kit. We 
use own developed, so-called-REACH-information sheets for this purpose. 

 

You as Scania supplier of this part must ask and inform Scania via the Supplier Change 
Request (SCR) process if you plan to substitute or reduce the amount of this substance 
in the part so that the total amount of the substance is below 01,% w/w of the part. In 
this case we have to change the part number for the changed part in order to ensure 
part change traceability in our aftermarket operation. 

 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:2006R1907:20130306:EN:PDF
mailto:imds@scania.com
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25. All supplier documents should be sent to imds@scania.com  

26. The Part Material Composition shall be reported into IMDS by 
the supplier after ordering and 4 weeks prior to the PPAP request 
date and according to Scania IMDS Reporting Standard 
STD4352, to assure a full approved PPAP at start of production. 

 

mailto:imds@scania.com
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 27. When the MDS is ready to be sent to Scania, “Forwarding 
allowed “ has to be “Yes” on the document.  

 

 
 

28. Confidential Substances in Plastics Master batches 

 

Plastics masterbatches generally consist of a basic polymer and a (coloured) pigment (see f)igure:  

 

 

 
 
 
 

file://///global.scd.scania.com/dep/Purchasing/6_SN/01_Groups/09_SNX_Strategy & Sustainability/40_MDS/03_REACH/FAQ/FAQ for IMDS  20150316.pdf
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29. Supplier has to inform reviewer about possible EFR for   parts. 

  
The EFR number should be added in MDS - Recipient Data – Report No. 
 

 
 

30. The first page from the accepted report will be attached to the 
PSW document. 

Instruction to create this document: 
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Or: 
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31. Connection the supplier to the purchased part in the Scania 
purchasing system is required for MDS acceptance. 

 

 
 

32.Terminology 

 

33. Dictionary 

 

BOM Bill Of Material  

EC European Community  

ELV End of Life Vehicle  

EU Europe  

FAQ Frequently Asked Questions  

FBOM Flat Bill Of Material  

GADSL Global Automotive Declarable Substance List  

IMDS International Material Data System  

MDS Material Data Sheet  

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer 

PPAP Production Part Approval Process  

REACH Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals  

RFQ Request For Quotation  
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SVHC Substances of Very High Concern (REACH)  

TR Technical requirement 

CLEPA European Association of Automotive Suppliers 

 

34. Contacts 

The supplier can always contact the Sourcing Manager Manager, or the responsible SQA or 
IMDS Team on imds@scania.com. 

 

mailto:imds@scania.com

